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The Performers
Etta Piel and Jörg Tammo Reelfs are Duo Kanal. Since 1996 those two actors and circus performers have 
been working together in different circus or theatre productions. First work as a duo was the comedy fire show 
“A blazing romance”. In 2001 Etta Piel and Jörg Tammo Reelfs devised the characters Frau Blau & BoBe that 
have become one of their main projects now. “Frau Blau & BoBe” can be seen in walk acts, street theatre 
shows and also as a stage act.
Specific qualities of the Duo Kanal are joyful acting, lovingly created characters and spontaneous play with the 
audience. The work with light and fire, comedy acrobalance and object manipulation (especially the swinging of 
clubs, torches, flags and other props) are some of their artistic preferences.
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Etta Piel (alias Frau Blau, Suzette du Feu,…) studied at Britain’s 
leading centre for circus arts and physical theatre Circomedia, 
Bristol, England. Her main subjects were juggling/manipulation and 
physical theatre. Since 1994 she has been performing in various 
productions (solo or group projects). Her main interests are the 
fascinating connection of circus and theatre in the sense of “new 
circus” and comedy physical theatre. Main Part is the working on-
her character, specially „Frau Blau“. 

Jörg Tammo Reelfs

Etta Piel

Jörg Tammo Reelfs (alias BoBe, Herr Feuerbach,…) started his 
artistic career with the theatre project WildwuX in 1993. Numerous 
performances in various theatre projects in Northern Germany fol-
lowed. 1995 – 2001 he was actor of the children theatre company 
“Fidi´s Theater” (theatre plays, children’s theatre circus, animation, 
walk-acts,…). His comic talent and ingenuity shows especially in his 
clown BoBe.


